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SPORT AND SOCIETY FOR H-ARETE
MAY 16, 2002
On Tuesday I was listening to the "Jim Rome Show" while
driving into the campus and I heard a painful and
astounding interview with Sheldon Kennedy. As some of you
will remember Kennedy was the NHL player for the Boston
Bruins who revealed in late 1996 that as a young boy and
then young man he was subject to repeated sexual abuse by
his hockey coach Graham James.
The astounding part of this story is that having served his
three and a half years in jail and having shown no remorse,
Graham James is back coaching hockey. He is coaching in
Spain for the Spanish national program and he is also
coaching some youth hockey in Madrid. Spanish hockey
authorities were aware of James' past but still hired him.
They claim that he has no contact with boys under the age
of eighteen, although there are reports that he is working
with children as young as nine. Meanwhile Sheldon Kennedy
struggles to deal with the emotional scars from this
horrible period in his life.
At a time when Americans are grappling with story after
story in the media about priests who were guilty of sexual
abuse of young children who were reassigned to distant
parishes where they repeated their pattern of criminal
behavior, this story has a horrifying resonance.
What follows here is a portion of my commentary on this
incident written in early January of 1997:
"The breakdown of authority is often cited as a primary
cause of the disorders and maladies of society. The loss of
respect for authority is seen as a major problem among the
young. Many of the symbols of authority have lost their
luster and seem no longer capable of evoking deference.
Authority, most would agree, is a good thing, a necessary
thing. As with all good things, however, in excess or when
abused, it can turn bad. At times authority abused can be
the most exploitative of forces and approaches the essence
of evil.
Last week out of the world of hockey came a story of the
abuse of authority so disgusting and so evil that it seems,

as it does in all cases like it, nearly beyond belief. Last
week Sheldon Kennedy of the Boston Bruins revealed in
testimony in a Calgary courtroom that his Junior League
coach Graham James sexually abused him on at least 300
occasions over a six-year period between 1984 and 1990. The
abuse started when Kennedy was fourteen and his coach was
in his early thirties. For over six years James had
authority and total power over a young boy, and he abused
that relationship repeatedly. Kennedy was not James' only
victim.
Last July in a study sponsored by Sport Canada, twenty per
cent of the athletes responding said that they had been
sexually involved with their coaches while playing on
national teams. Nearly ten per cent experienced "forced
sexual intercourse," and some of them were under the age of
sixteen when it happened. One would guess that the
situation in the United States is not significantly
different.
Why does this happen? It comes back to authority and power
and fear. There are many authority figures in our lives,
parents, teachers, the clergy, and of course coaches. All
have power over us, and we all know of cases of sexual
abuse involving these authority figures. For coaches the
power can be overwhelming.
The relationship between player and coach takes all sorts
of forms and shapes. The coach can be a parental
substitute. The coach may be admired and respected as a
person. The coach may be feared, because the coach holds
the key to what the athlete wants most. The coach may be
loved. And the coach will use all of these levers and
buttons to teach and to motivate. From the first day of
practice the coach has power because the coach will
determine who will play and how much they will play. A
coach can cut a player off the team, completely or
partially. The coach seems to totally control the destiny
of the player and therefore access to fame and fortune, to
the pro-myth.
This places enormous responsibility on the coach, and with
such a power balance in the relationship it opens endless
opportunities for abuse. Players are completely vulnerable
and literally at the mercy of coaches.

This is why in youth sport the position of coach is such a
critical one. Young boys and girls are still feeling their
way in life, learning what is and what is not acceptable,
caught up in the quest for recognition and love, willing to
do anything to please those who have the power to fill the
empty spaces in their developing personalities."
It amazes me that Graham James is coaching hockey anywhere
on the planet. It amazes me that anyone anywhere convicted
of this crime is still working with children and occupying
positions of authority in any walk of life. Common sense
remains the least common trait in the human family.
On Sport and Society this is Dick Crepeau reminding you
that you don't have to be a good sport to be a bad loser.
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